
Modular building
Quicksmart Homes has launched its in-

novative Quickshack - a freestanding modular
solution that is ideal for granny flats, rural ac-
commodation, a teenage retreat, home office,
residential villa or for retirement living, priced
at $85,000 [box-only]. The cleverly designed,
contemporary two-bedroom, self-contained
buildings are made using the latest steel fabrica-
tion technology. Robust, and quick to install and
connect, they come fully fitted out inside and
ready for roof, cladding and deck additions.

The Quickshack comes as a water-tight 'box only', but to give customers a hetping hand
with visualising their frnished home, the Quickshack websire lets you play with different
options and finishes. It allows you to see what your Quickshack would look like with dif-
ferent roof styling and cladding. It also lets you place your Quickshack in a surrounding
that reflects your situation. It's your own builders who provide the cladding and roof, so
it gives you a better idea of what you want, allowing your builder to get a firm quotation
from Quickshack.

The fully fitted-out Quickshack includes a ready-to-move-in kitchen, dining and liv-
ing space, bathroom, master- and second-bedroom. The kitbhen features a quartz stone
benchtop and an integrated cooker/oven; while bamboo flooring and skirting is provided
throughout the main tiving and bedroom areas. There are plenty of power points, recessed
down lights and data/TV points.

oil
Natural decldng

Livos Australia offers a 1 00 7o natural
range of eco-friendly paints, oils, stains and
cleaning products. Their products are bio-
logically degradable, sustainable and harm-
less, even in direct contact with humans,
animals and plants. The Livos Alis decking
oils can spruce up tired decks, without
posing any harm to the plants and animals
who are sharing the space. They are water
repellent, open pored and fast drying and
may be used as an initial treatment or for
maintenance. Available in a range of col-
ours to complement all timbers and styles,
it will not crack, peel or blister therefore no
sanding is required for rejuvenation. It is
easy to maintain and rejuvenate usin$ the
same product for a natural and beautiful
finish that will not harm you, your plants or
the environment.
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